BOOK REvIEWS 277 models, in particular, Guarini's tragicomedy, Jason Lawrence shows. Lawrence's close analysis of the play displays a number of thematic derivations and linguistic borrowings from the 1602 translation of Guarini's Il Pastor Fido. Middleton's supposed misogyny is questioned by Celia R. Daileader, who, studying Middleton's refashioning of Pietro Aretino's Ragionamenti, demonstrates how the dramatist had an extraordinary ability to comprehend female nature. In the final essay, Giorgio Melchiori suggests "a different view of the relationship between Italian culture and Elizabethan drama" (241), arguing that Romeo and Juliet is structured as a poetic drama. Melchiori gives a close reading of Juliet's presumed death, interpreting it in musical terms and emphasizing how Shakespeare used that scene as an operatic technique.
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hog only one-one good one"),1 Burke might seem to be one of the great "foxes" of the critical tradition-writing on verbal sign systems of all kinds and on texts ranging from Mein Kampf to Saint Augustine' s Confessions to George Herbert Mead' s writings-but conceptually speaking, he is a hedgehog. Burke has a small number of very good tricks that he deploys in relation to all these materials. It must also be said that Burke is, as far as the written record goes, interested in only a relatively small number of Shakespeare' s plays: the Roman plays (not including Titus Andronicus) and the major tragedies. Unlike Northrop Frye, with whom he can, as a systematic critic, be reasonably compared, Burke is stymied by comedy; he says as much in his lecture on A Midsummer Night's Dream. His critical province is the structural and verbal world of tragedy. His most important contributions to Shakespeare studies are when he deploys his Big Idea in relation to Othello and to King Lear.
But let me start with the guidelines for general orientation. Burke believed that Shakespeare was aware of living in a period of major socioeconomic transition from feudalism to a centralized state and capitalism or what Burke called, in an uncanny anticipation of Michel Foucault, a system of "'power-knowledge'" (50). "As a profound poet," says Burke, Shakespeare "feels the change profoundly" (53). But Burke was always clear that the social world and its inner consequences-what he often, confusingly, called the underlying "psychosis" of the plays (67, 78, 156)-was only the formal cause of the plays. What was required to make them plays, and great ones, was art. Burke was an Aristotelian insofar as he saw plot as a key structure for analysis. But it is not clear that he saw plot as the soul of drama; he seems to have seen it as something more like drama' s skeleton. He says wonderful things about the five stages (he is wary of acts) of Shakespearean drama, pointing out that the second act tends to be one in which "while events are developing towards the peripety [of the third act], the audience is allowed to become better acquainted with a secondary character"; it is "the most nearly 'novelistic' act" (70) . This is shrewd and helpful, as is the characterization of the fourth act of the tragedies as "the 'pity' act" (73). When Burke says that the fifth act of a tragedy "permits us the great privilege of being present at our own funeral" (77), he has arrived at the kind of stunning formulation that only the greatest critics ever attain. That sentence is certainly the most powerful and convincing account of the depth of tragic pleasure that I have ever encountered.
Nevertheless, Burke asserts that the greatness of Shakespearean tragedy depends not on the construction of the plots but on the linguistic details "proper to a particular intrigue" (Burke' s phrase for plot) (77). Strangely for an Aristotelian, Burke insists on eloquence as the defining feature of the greatest drama; plots must work in certain ways and will do so in works of greater or lesser art. But the greatest tragedians developed eloquence as "the basis of appeal in their work"; elsewhere, he calls this quality "rhetorical resonance" (27, 101). Burke' s emphasis on the importance of the verbal level of the plays accounts for his very positive response to Caro-lyn Spurgeon' s book on Shakespeare' s imagery (in contrast, for instance, with the much more grudging response of a true Chicago Aristotelian like Morton Dauwen Zabel).2 Unlike Elder Olson and R. S. Crane, Burke did not view attention to plot and attention to imagery as requiring fundamentally different critical approaches.
He was sympathetic to a Crocean, as well as an Aristotelian, conception of catharsis-the Crocean conception having to do with verbal release, especially with regard to vituperation and invective (the focus of Burke' s treatment of Timon of Athens). This refusal of limiting commitments is one of the general lessons that we can take from Burke' s practice. We can see this as well in his treatment of formal versus external issues. Since catharsis is what really interested him, he saw formal issues as necessarily drawing on preexisting social and psychological impulses and anxieties: "whatever may be the virtues of a work considered internally," he wrote, "it must ultimately contain reference (explicitly or implicitly) to some profound area of motivation affecting us in our practical or ethical world outside the realm of art" (151). Burke is quite insistent on this. In discussing Desdemona, he does not treat her as a person but as a character-something he thinks Bradley sometimes forgets-but Burke nevertheless insists that her role can have its "full effect" on the audience "only insofar as it draws upon firm beliefs and dark apprehensions that not only move the audience within the conditions of the play, but prevail as an unstable and disturbing cluster of motives outside the play" (68).
Let me turn now to what I consider Burke' s most successful analyses, those of Othello and King Lear, and his deployment in them of his Big Idea. The Othello essay is the longest and most developed of Burke' s Shakespeare pieces. It is meant, as its title states, "to illustrate a method" (65). The method seems to ask what "the ' generating principle'" or "underlying psychosis" of the play is (170, 166). Then one thinks about what sort of plot would best bring out the full force of that principle or psychosis. Burke rather archly called this "'prophesying after the event'" (131 et passim). Othello is a play about "ownership in the profoundest sense . . . the property in human affections, as fetishistically located in the object of possession, while the possessor is himself possessed by his very engrossment" (66). The jealousy plot is the instantiation of this conception of ownership, and the three major characters embody "the three principles of possession, possessor, and estrangement (threat of loss)" (67). Relating the psychological and personal to the historical, Othello is involved in "an act of spiritual enclosure," a declaration of private property (69). Minor characters are seen in terms of their dramatic and thematic function. Where Bradley was puzzled and embarrassed by Emilia "repeating again and again in Desdemona' s presence the word Desdemona could not repeat," Burke sees this as keeping before the audience (in Iago' s absence) the seamy side of sexuality, so that the "audience simultaneously associate[s] Desdemona with such motives, and dissociate[s] her from them"-"the very centre" of the tension or psychosis (81). To Burke, Emilia has yet another function: to utter "the basic heresy against the assumptions on which this play is built" (82)-namely, the presumption and value of monogamy. It is part of Shakespeare' s strategy, here and elsewhere (see pages 124-25 on Antony and Cleopatra) to allow the central values of the play to be questioned in a way that does not really undermine those values. Finally, Burke takes on the question of the handkerchief: "Since it stands for Desdemona' s privacy, and since this privacy in turn had stood magically for [Othello' s] entire sense of worldly and cosmological order, we can readily see why, for Othello, its loss becomes the ultimate obscenity" (94).
The essay on King Lear continues to stress property, but here it explicitly relates property to identity. Burke maintains that King Lear is the literary work in which "the paradox of substance" takes on its greatest force and poignancy (134). Burke had already used this phrase in relation to Coriolanus to show that "a character cannot 'be himself ' unless many others" contribute to this end, which Coriolanus, of course, tries very hard not to acknowledge (134). In the Lear essay, Burke gives a full definition; the paradox refers to "the quandaries whereby one' s personal identity becomes indistinguishably woven into the things, situations, relationships with which one happens to be identified" (158). We can "prophesy after the fact" that the story of a king who abdicates would be the perfect vehicle to explore such a paradox. Suddenly, all the space and time in the play devoted to the negotiations over Lear' s retainers takes on real meaning. Most critics and producers do not know what to do with this and see it as indicating Lear' s pride. Only the most profound commentators on this aspect of the play have followed Burke here (although without acknowledgment): Michael Ignatieff ' s chapter on Lear in The Needs of Strangers and Margreta de Grazia' s essay on "superfluous things" in the play.3 Burke shows that the paradox of substance in the play explains the quality of Lear' s rage and shows, through thematic and plot analysis, that the loyalty so prominent in the play is connected to the paradox of substance, since the question arises as to what one is ultimately being loyal.
Scott Newstok has done an excellent job in pulling together Burke' s pieces on Shakespeare, large and small, finished and unfinished. Even a tiny piece like the "Trial Translation" (from Twelfth Night), an exercise in what I would call Empsonian paraphrase of the opening of the play, has its delights. Who would want to miss the description of the Duke, in the opening lines, as experiencing "the blessedness of larval-feeding" (34)? Some of the pieces seem to go nowhere: I have already mentioned the Midsummer Night's Dream lecture, and the notes on Macbeth do not progress much beyond seeing the play as about regicide. But one is happy to have these pieces nonetheless. The appendix, which collects stray comments about Shakespeare from Burke' s entire corpus, is difficult to read, since so many of the entries are snippets. But it too has its rewards: a great comment on Iago as Shakespeare, a wonderful discussion of Falstaff (who "embodies his vices in a mode of
